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Abstract— An approximate quantum Hamiltonian identifica-
tion algorithm is presented with the assumption that the system
initial state and observation matrix can be set appropriately. We
sample the system with a fixed period and using the sampled
data we estimate the Hamiltonian based on a Taylor expansion
of the matrix exponential function. We prove the estimation
error is linear in the variance of the additive Gaussian noise.
We also propose a heuristic formula to find the order of
magnitude of the optimal sampling period. Two numerical
examples are presented to validate the theoretical results on
robustness analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum tomography has been receiving increasing atten-
tion as it provides a way to characterize an unknown quantum
object [1–6]. When the object is a quantum process, the task
is called quantum process tomography [1]. Standard quantum
process tomography methods are designed for general quan-
tum process. It is possible to design more efficient algorithms
for specific quantum processes. The system Hamiltonian can
be taken as an important special class of quantum processes
that are of primary interest for quantum systems [2]. The task
of identifying parameters in the system Hamiltonian is called
Quantum Hamiltonian Identification (QHI) or Hamiltonian
Tomography.

Some QHI methods have already been designed for
special classes of Hamiltonians. For example, Sone and
Cappellaro [9] employed the Gröbner basis to investigate
the Hamiltonian identifiability of a many-body spin system
assisted by measuring a single quantum probe. Based on
quantum process tomography, Wang et al. [7] designed a
general iterative identification method for time-independent
Hamiltonians, which is then improved in [8] as a two-step
optimization QHI method. Bonnabel et al. [10] proposed a
symmetry-preserving observer-based quantum Hamiltonian
identification and proved an exponential convergence result
for 2-level systems with the atom-laser frequency detun-
ing and coupling constant being the unknown parameters.
Bris et al. [11] investigated the problem of identifying
the field free Hamiltonian and/or the dipole moment of a
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quantum system. They proved the well-posedness of the
problem and introduced a numerical approach to estimate
the parameters. Mohseni et al. [12] presented an approach
to directly estimate single- and two-qubit Hamiltonian pa-
rameters using a single measurement device. Cole et al.
[13] developed a Hamiltonian estimation method for some
two-state systems and provided uncertainty bounds on the
parameters. Cole et al. [14] also proposed a scheme to
characterize the general Heisenberg Hamiltonian with non-
uniform couplings. Holzäpfel et al. [15] designed a scalable
method to reconstruct one-dimensional local Hamiltonians,
which requires at most linearly many states to be prepared
and linearly many observables to be measured. Rudinger and
Joynt [16] applied compressed sensing methods to estimate
Hamiltonians which are sparse in a well-defined sense. Fran-
co et al. [17] presented a method to determine the coupling
parameters in a chain of interacting spins that requires only
time-resolved measurements over a single particle and no
state initialization. Wang et al. [18] employed dynamical
decoupling to determine all the coupling terms in a many-
body Hamiltonian with finite energy density, which requires
rounds of measurements varying linearly with the coupling
term number in the Hamiltonian.

Zhang and Sarovar [19] proposed a QHI method from
temporal records of system observables (time traces). They
established the QHI problem as a system identification one,
which is more familiar to the control systems community.
Then they used the eigenstate realization algorithm (ERA)
to construct a system realization from measurement results.
By solving the polynomial equations obtained from the
transfer function, they identified the unknown parameters
in the Hamiltonian. Recently, Wang et al. [20] proposed an
approximate QHI method based on time traces and a matrix
logarithm expansion. Using this method, the truncation error
in the final estimation decreases exponentially with the length
of experimental data.

In this paper, we follow the idea in [19] and [20] to
perform QHI from measurement time traces. Based on a
Taylor expansion of the matrix exponential function, we
design a new QHI algorithm. We consider the robustness
of the proposed algorithm in the presence of Gaussian
additive noise, which was not considered in [20]. We prove
theoretically that the estimation error in this algorithm is
linear in the variance of the noise. We perform numerical
simulations to validate the analysis results.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II
formulates the quantum Hamiltonian identification problem.
Section III presents our QHI algorithm, analyzes its ro-
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bustness, and discusses the optimization of the sampling
period. Numerical results on the estimation error versus
noise variance and sampling period are given in Section
IV. Section V concludes this paper and proposes possible
directions for future research.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

We first rephrase the framework in [19] to formulate the
QHI problem. Let H denote the Hamiltonian to be identified
and let su(d) denote the Lie algebra consisting of all d× d
skew-Hermitian matrices. Then iH ∈ su(d) where i =

√
−1.

Let {iHj} (j = 1, 2, ..., d2−1) be a set of orthonormal bases
of su(d), with d × d Hermitian matrices Hj known and the
inner product defined as ⟨iHj, iHk⟩ = Tr(Hj

†Hk). Then we
parameterize the system Hamiltonian H as

H =

M∑
m=1

hmHm, (1)

where hm ∈ R are unknown parameters to be estimated. M
is a known number determined by the specific structure of
the considered quantum system.

Let Cjkl denote the structure constants of su(d), which
satisfy

[iHj, iHk] =
d2−1∑
l=1

Cjkl(iHl), j, k = 1, ..., d2 − 1, (2)

where [A,B] = AB − BA. Without loss of generality
we assume that the Cjkl are real. Let ρ be the system
state, whose evolution is determined by the Liouville-von
Neumann equation

ρ̇ = −i[H, ρ]. (3)

If Hj is an observable, the experimental data can be obtained
from Born’s rule

xj = Tr(Hjρ). (4)

Combining (1)-(4), we obtain

ẋk =

d2−1∑
l=1

(

M∑
m=1

Cmklhm)xl. (5)

Define a matrix A with its element on kth row and lth

column as

Akl =
M∑

m=1

Cmklhm, (6)

and we rewrite (5) in matrix form as

ẋ = Ax, (7)

where x = (x1, x2, ..., xd2−1)
T . We can further write the

observation equation as

y = cTx. (8)

For example, if we only observe H2, then cT =
(0, 1, 0, ..., 0). If we design an algorithm to identify Akl, then
we can estimate hm and finally reconstruct H.

Remark 1: To further reduce the dimension of A, one
can focus on the Lie subalgebra generated by H (m =
1, 2, ...,M ). For specific procedures, one can refer to [19]
and [21].

It is possible to have M ≪ d2 − 1 due to practical re-
quirements (e.g., focusing on several parameters) or physical
structures (e.g., spin chain). In such situations, (6) implies
that we may only need to estimate some of the parameters
in A to reconstruct H. We define the matrix C̄ as

C111 C211 · · · CM11

C121 C221 · · · CM21

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C1(d2−1)1 C2(d2−1)1 · · · CM(d2−1)1

C1(d2−1)2 C2(d2−1)2 · · · CM(d2−1)2

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C1(d2−1)(d2−1) C2(d2−1)(d2−1) · · · CM(d2−1)(d2−1)


.

We take M rows from C̄ to form a nonsingular matrix
C̃. For those Akl whose corresponding Cmkl ∈ C̃, we write
them into an M × 1 vector ã. Let

h = (h1, h2, ..., hM )T .

Then we have
ã = C̃h. (9)

To estimate ã, which may have a much lower dimension than
x, we aim to design an efficient algorithm to estimate one
element of ã at each time. Let I denote the identity matrix.
We formulate the QHI problem as follows:

Problem 1: Consider a real linear system{
ẋ(t) = Ax(t), x(0) = x0,
y(t) = cTx(t).

(10)

Let ej denote the jth column of I. We assume that c and
x0 can be chosen as any ej (1 ≤ j ≤ d2 − 1) with a proper
experimental setup. The QHI problem is to design an efficient
method to identify Aab (1 ≤ a, b ≤ d2 − 1).

III. HAMILTONIAN IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM

A. Identification Algorithm
In classical control theory, the methods to solve Problem

1 usually take A as a whole and estimate all of its elements
[22], and the algorithm efficiency is severely restricted by
the dimension of A. In quantum systems, the dimension
increases exponentially with the number of least informa-
tion unit (qubit), which makes many dimension-dependent
algorithms impractical for many-qubit systems. Furthermore,
when people are only interested in some (instead of all) of the
unknown parameters, it will be unnecessary to reconstruct all
the elements in A. Here we propose an effective algorithm on
the basis of proper prior knowledge and experimental setting.

Let x̂ denote the estimation of the variable x in this paper.
We assume that the experimental data is obtained through
sampling the system with a period ∆t. Suppose x0 = ek.
For the observable Hi, the jth data value is

ŷ(j∆t) = cT eAj∆tx0

=
∑∞

r=0
jr∆tr

r! cTArx0

= δik +
∑∞

r=1
jr∆tr

r! (Ar)ik,

(11)
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where δ is the Kronecker delta function.
Let θ = (θ1, θ2, ..., θn)

T where θr = (Ar)ik. The
determination of the number n will be illustrated later.
Suppose the data length is N , which is usually determined
by experiments. We let

ŷN = [ŷ(∆t)− δik, ŷ(2∆t)− δik, ..., ŷ(N∆t)− δik]
T .

We truncate the infinite series in (11) and rewrite it into a
matrix form

ŷN ≈ Kθ, (12)

where

K =


11∆t1

1!
12∆t2

2! · · · 1n∆tn

n!
21∆t1

1!
22∆t2

2! · · · 2n∆tn

n!
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
N1∆t1

1!
N2∆t2

2! · · · Nn∆tn

n!


N×n

. (13)

Then we use a least squares method to obtain an estimate

θ̂ = (KTK)−1KT ŷ, (14)

and we have Âjk = θ̂1.
The procedure of our algorithm is outlined as follows:
Algorithm 1: Step 1. Determine ã, C̃ and the sampling

period ∆t. n should be chosen such that n ≤ N .
Step 2. For Cmab ∈ C̃, set the initial state as x0 = eb and

observe Ha. Record the sampled data value ŷN .
Step 3. Estimate θ̂ using (14). Then Âab = θ̂1.
Step 4. Change a and b and repeat Step 2 and Step 3 to

estimate all elements in ã.
Step 5. Ĥ is obtained using (1) and (9).

B. Robustness Analysis

We present the following theorem to characterize the
robustness of our algorithm.

Theorem 1: Assume the experimental data is subject to
additive Gaussian noise with zero mean and correlation
matrix σ2I . Using our algorithm, the mean squared error
(MSE) E[Tr(Ĥ − H)2] is linear in σ2, where E(·) denotes
expectation.

Proof: Let η denote the noise vector such that ŷN =
yN + η. Also let

R =

∞∑
r=n+1

∆tr

r!
(Ar)ik(1

r, 2r, ..., Nr)T .

Its convergence can be seen from the fact that the factorial
function increases much faster than the power function. The
estimated vector is

θ̂ = (KTK)−1KT (yN + η)
= (KTK)−1KT (Kθ +R+ η)
= θ + (KTK)−1KTR+ (KTK)−1KT η.

(15)

We then have

E[(θ̂1 − θ1)
2]

= E[(e1
T θ̂ − e1

T θ)2]
= RTK(KTK)−1e1e1

T (KTK)−1KTR
+Tr[K(KTK)−1e1e1

T (KTK)−1KT ηηT ]
= [RTK(KTK)−1e1]

2 + σ2e1
T (KTK)−1e1.

(16)

Therefore E[(Âik −Aik)
2] is linear in σ2. Similarly,

E[(Âik −Aik)(Âab −Aab)] ((i, k) ̸= (a, b))

is also linear in σ2. Furthermore,

E[Tr(Ĥ−H)2]

= E{Tr[(ĥ− h)(ĥ− h)T ]}
= E{Tr[C̃−T C̃−1 (̂̃a− ã)(̂̃a− ã)T ]},

(17)

which is also linear in σ2.

C. Optimization of the Sampling Period

The sampling period is a key index affecting the final
estimation error. We present two factors guiding the choice
of ∆t.

First, as illustrated in the supplementary material of [19],
the Nyquist Sampling Theorem leads to an upper bound for
∆t. Assume that we have the prior knowledge ||A|| ≤ F ,
where || · || is the Frobenius norm. Then we require

∆t <
π

F
. (18)

Second, (16) leads to a critical value that ∆t is not
recommended to surpass. Let

D1 = RTK(KTK)−1e1.

We can say that D1 is associated with the norm of R. Using
Stirling’s Formula, the absolute value of each item in the
summation defining R can be approximated as

| j
r∆tr

r! (Ar)ik|
≈ 1√

2πr

(j∆te)r

rr |(Ar)ik|
= 1√

2πr
( j∆te

r )r|eiTArek|
≤ 1√

2πr
( j∆te

r )r||eiT || · ||A||r · ||ek||
≤ 1√

2πr
(NF∆te

r )r.

(19)

To add up these terms in (19) from r = n+ 1 to infinity,
one can anticipate that if NF∆te

r is less than 1, then the
summation would quickly converge, making this residual
error R small enough to reduce the identification error in
our algorithm. Therefore it is recommended to have

NF∆te

n+ 1
≤ 1,

which indicates

∆t ≤ n+ 1

NFe
. (20)

Remark 2: It is worth mentioning that only the first crit-
ical point is strict. The second point is heuristic and relies
on proper prior knowledge. It can provide suggestions on
choosing the order of magnitude of ∆t.
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Fig. 1. Identification error E[Tr(Ĥ−H)2] versus noise variance σ2 for a
single-qubit system.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Case Study for a Single-qubit System

We consider a single-qubit system with Hamiltonian

H =
∑

i=x,y,z

fiσi, (21)

where fi (i = x, y, z) are real unknown parameters and the
following Pauli matrices are used:

σx =

(
0 1
1 0

)
, σy =

(
0 −i
i 0

)
, σz =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
.

We have
h =

1√
2
(fx, fy, fz)

T

and the true value is (0.1, 0.3,−0.8)T (units 1/sec). The
corresponding basis matrices are

H1 = σx, H2 = σy and H3 = σz.

Then the structure constants Cjkl are proportional to Levi-
Civita symbols. We have

A =
√
2

 0 −f3 f2
f3 0 −f1
−f2 f1 0

 ,

ã = (A32,A13,A21)
T

and

C̃ =

 −1 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 −1

 .

We first use the proposed algorithm to identify the Hamil-
tonian under different noise variances. The sampling period
used is 0.05 (unit s is omitted henceforth). The data length
N is 25 and n is 20 in the simulation. The simulation result
is shown in Fig. 1, which verifies the conclusion of Theorem
1. Each point is repeated 500 times.

If we make σ = 0, the estimation error will mainly
come from the truncation error in our algorithm. We keep
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Fig. 2. Truncation error log10 E[Tr(Ĥ − H)2] versus sampling period
log10 ∆t for a single-qubit system.
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Fig. 3. Identification error log10 E[Tr(Ĥ− H)2] versus sampling period
log10 ∆t for a single-qubit system.

the sampling period and data length the same as those
in Fig. 1. A plot of the truncation error versus sampling
period is shown in Fig. 2. As the sampling period increases,
the truncation error has an increasing trend, which is in
agreement with the analysis in Subsection III-C.

We then simulate the effect of different sampling periods
on the estimation error with additive Gaussian noise. We
fix the variance of the noise as σ2 = 4 × 10−6 and apply
the identification algorithm with different sampling periods.
The simulation result is shown in Fig. 3 where each point is
repeated 500 times. Assume that we have prior knowledge
||A|| ≤ 2. Then (18) gives ∆t < 2.5824. Furthermore, (20)
gives ∆t ≤ 0.1472, which is of the same order of magnitude
as the optimal value in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 4. Identification error E[Tr(Ĥ−H)2] versus noise variance σ2 for a
1D Chain System.

B. Case Study for a 1D Chain System

For multi-qubit systems, we present numerical results for
a 1D chain system with Nq qubits:

H =

Nq∑
k=1

ωk

2
σk
z +

Nq−1∑
k=1

δk(σ
k
+σ

k+1
− + σk

−σ
k+1
+ ), (22)

where ωk and δk are the unknown real parameters and σ± =
σx ± iσy . This is also the model used in [19]. We focus on
Nq = 3. To normalize the basis matrices, we have

h = (
ω1

2
,
ω2

2
,
ω3

2
, 2δ1, 2δ2)

T

and the true value is (3.8,−4, 0.4, 5.3,−1.1)T (units 1/sec).
The corresponding basis matrices are

H1 = σ1
z , H2 = σ2

z , H3 = σ3
z , H4 = σ1

xσ
2
x,

H5 = σ2
xσ

3
x, H6 = σ1

yσ
2
x, H7 = σ2

yσ
3
x, H8 = σ1

x,

H9 = σ1
y, H10 = σ1

xσ
2
y, H11 = σ3

x, H12 = σ3
y.

We then have

ã = (A27,A16,A89,A4,10,A11,12)
T

and

C̃ =


0 0 0 0 2
0 0 0 2 0
−2 0 0 0 0
0 −2 0 0 0
0 0 −2 0 0

 .

We use the proposed algorithm to identify the Hamiltonian
under different noise variances. The sampling period we used
is 0.05. The data length N is 25. n is taken as 20 in the
simulation. The simulation result is shown in Fig. 4, which
is consistent with the conclusion of Theorem 1. Each point
is repeated 500 times.

We then set σ = 0 to test the truncation error of our
algorithm. We keep the sampling period and data length the
same as those in Fig. 4. The result of the truncation error
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Fig. 5. Truncation error log10 E[Tr(Ĥ − H)2] versus sampling period
log10 ∆t for a 1D Chain System.
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Fig. 6. Identification error log10 E[Tr(Ĥ− H)2] versus sampling period
log10 ∆t for a 1D Chain System.

versus sampling period is shown in Fig. 5. As the sampling
period increases, the truncation error has an increasing trend.

We finally simulate the estimation error with additive
Gaussian noise in the measured data under different sampling
periods. We fix the variance of the noise as σ2 = 4 ×
10−6 and apply the identification algorithm under different
sampling periods. The numerical result is shown in Fig. 6
and each point is repeated 500 times. Assume that we have
prior knowledge ||A|| ≤ 12. Then (18) gives ∆t < 0.5589.
Furthermore, (20) gives ∆t ≤ 0.0258, which is of the same
order of magnitude as the optimal value in Fig. 6.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented a quantum Hamiltonian identification
algorithm under the assumption that the system initial state
and observation matrix can be set appropriately. We proved
theoretically that the estimation error is linear in the variance
of the additive Gaussian noise and performed simulations to
validate this conclusion. We also proposed a heuristic formu-
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la to suggest the order of magnitude of the optimal sampling
period. Future work includes a better characterization of the
relationship between the estimation error and the sampling
period, and possible improvement on the robustness of the
algorithm.
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